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Challenges
•

Pulling out of a four-year slump
in turnaround status

•

Improving the school-wide
level of classroom rigor

•

Using learning targets and
success criteria to drive
standards-based instruction

Perhaps just as troubling, Bear Creek educators and students were beginning
to internalize that “D” rating. Principal Willette Houston says that when she
was promoted to principal in 2016, “We’d been in turnaround status for so
long that our community, our parents, even our students were seeing us as a ‘D’
school. But I knew that Bear Creek was so much more than our letter grade.”

•

Moving to a school-wide
system for tracking student
progress

In 2016, the school had managed to budge its score from a D to a C. For some
struggling schools, that improvement might have been enough to satisfy. But
not for Houston. When Bear Creek signed on as a School for Rigor in February
2016, Houston says that “the biggest change I hoped to make by signing on the
initiative was transforming our school. Our teachers were dedicated to doing
the “work”, they worked really hard, long hours, and I was hoping that we could
see the fruits of our labor. I was hoping that this would be the opportunity for us
to see what we were capable of. I wanted to increase student achievement and
student proficiency, and I knew students and staff had what it takes to move
the school forward. It was basically about having an ‘A mindset’ from day one.”

•

Intensive coaching in the
Essentials for Achieving Rigor
instructional model

•

One-on-one consultation for
school leaders

•

A new vision of PLCs for
lesson planning and monitoring
student progress

•

Data collection and analysis
to measure implementation
success

Bear Creek Elementary, in Pinellas County Florida, had been a “D” school in
Florida’s state accountability system for far too long. This struggling school,
which has a 100% poverty rate, had been in “turnaround” status since 2012.
Despite the best efforts of faculty and staff, Bear Creek students were making
less academic progress compared to similar students in the state, a clear
indication that they were falling behind their peers.

That “A mindset” paid off. Houston announced that the school motto for the 20162017 year was “On our way to an A!” Although district officials had admitted that
intensive turnaround initiatives were
typically expected to take three
years to show results, after just a
single year as a School for Rigor with
Learning Sciences, Bear Creek had
achieved its goal. They were officially
an A school.

Bear Creek students learn
teaming skills.
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The Approach

The School Is Now…
•

Strengthened by deep support,
coaching, and committed staff
members

•

Ready to function as a learning
laboratory and demonstration
site for other schools to visit

•

Continuing on a path to deeper
student learning and further
growth for educators and
leaders
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The Results: Bear Creek Skips a Grade
Houston says she was stunned when she learned that
Bear Creek had jumped from a C to an A in 2016.
“I didn’t even know how to feel,” she recalls. In a single
year, Bear Creek had improved its English scores from
34% to 47% proficiency. In math, proficiency had
jumped from 45% to 61%, which put the school three
points above the state average. But even before she
saw the end-of-year scores, Houston was already
well aware that the classrooms at Bear Creek, and the
kinds of work students were engaged in, had changed
dramatically during the Schools for Rigor initiative.

“Students are having fun in
their learning and owning
their learning, they’re
out of their seats, they’re
questioning their peers,
they’re collaborating.

“After our partnership with LSI, we now see kids in
their classrooms do the heavy lifting in terms of
learning. You’ll see students engaging in rigorous
tasks, which before was not the case. Classrooms
are now student-centered, more project-based.
Students are having fun in their learning and owning
their learning, they’re out of their seats, they’re
questioning their peers, they’re collaborating. It’s
good chaos. Collaboration has soared through the
roof. They’re engaged in rich tasks that are aligned to
the standards. This is definitely a change from what
we used to see.”

Bear Creek Elementary

2015-2016

2016-2017

English Scores		

34%

47%

English State Average

53%

54%

Math Scores		

45%

61%

Math State Average

58%

58%

School Grade		

C

Agg. VAM Score

0.018

A
0.318

Bear Creek saw significant improvement in English and math
scores in a single year, as well as a jump of two letter grades

- Willette Houston
Principal, Bear Creek Elementary
Pinellas County Schools, FL

Students engage in rich tasks
aligned to standards.
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The Initiative
The Schools for Rigor initiative at Bear Creek was
built on three pillars:
1 An evidence-based model of instruction, the
Essentials for Achieving Rigor, that set in place
a system-wide instructional model designed to
ensure rigorous pedagogy and learning aligned
to standards in every classroom;
2 Professional development for school leaders
and classroom staff to help them successfully make
the shift to a new model of teaching and learning;
3 Intensive coaching and technologies–RigorWalk,®
Standards Tracker™, and Growth Tracker™--to
support a school-wide cultural shift that would
embrace second-order change and develop the
growth mindset necessary to achieve deep and
sustained results.
For the 2016-2017 school year, LSI created
a partnership with Bear Creek designed to
implement and sustain the most rigorous teaching
and learning. To build the capacity of educational
leadership at Bear Creek. LSI had designed a
multi-year pathway of professional development,
coaching, and data support. The approach involved
intensive coaching for school leaders, embedded
coaches, and PLC leaders, who implemented
regular RigorWalk rounds to measure the level
of classroom rigor, utilized technologies to track
student progress and teacher professional
development, and provided real-time, actionable
data upon which to make instructional and
accountability decisions.
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BEAR CREEK SCHOOL
DEMOGRAPHICS
Student Population 		

368

Number of Teachers

28

Low Income Students

100%

White 			42%
Hispanic

		

7%

Black 			45%
Two or more races		

4%

Native Hawaiian
or Pacific Islander		

1%

American Indian
or Alaska Native		

1%

“Students are tracking
their own data, being able
to communicate where they
are in their learning, based
on the success criteria. It
has been really powerful in
helping gauge where we are
in regards to standards-based
instruction, and whether students
are really grappling with and
understanding the standards.”
- Willette Houston
Principal, Bear Creek Elementary
Pinellas County Schools, FL
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The Initiative (continued)
The project began with a kickoff meeting to discuss
desired outcomes and a recommended process
for change. Together, Bear Creek leadership
and LSI discovered how to best build a culture
of continuous improvement to enhance student
achievement measured by short- and mid-cycle
metrics. They identified three root causes at these
early meetings that would help the school meet
the ambitious goal that Houston had set for them.
As a School for Rigor, the faculty committed to:
1) Creating lessons that lead to standards-based
student evidence of learning at higher levels of
the taxonomy;
2) Monitoring within lessons and implementing
adaptations so that all students achieve their
learning targets;

“The work that we’ve done this
year with LSI has definitely resulted
in positive changes in teachers’
practice by really getting teachers
to be intentional about their lesson
planning and the work that they’re
doing. We’ve been able to understand
what the critical targets are, what
students should be able to do on
their own. And that’s helped us to
refine where we’re going.”
- Willette Houston
Principal, Bear Creek Elementary
Pinellas County Schools, FL

3) Organizing students in ways that lead to greater
student autonomy.
The partnership was designed to:

Scaffolding to Rigor

CREATE classrooms where rigorous instruction
is aligned to standards and assessed in real-time
and according to performance scales.

COMPLEXITY
RIGOR

AUTONOMY

Classroom rigor is defined as the sweet spot where
cognitive complexity intersects with student autonomy.
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OPERATE the school to promote a shared culture
and a common language of effective teaching and
learning.

SUSTAIN growth from the inside out, led by
teachers who recognize they are change agents
supported by teacher leaders and administrators
all doing the hard work of teaching that
challenges students to think at higher levels.
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Results
By the end of the 2016-2017 school year, English

improving in the randomly selected classes they

and math scores had improved dramatically,

visited. They had also observed and recorded

which bumped Bear Creek two letter grades to

students working at increasingly higher levels of

the outstanding “A” that Houston and her staff had

the taxonomy, so that most lessons were reaching

committed to reaching. While Houston and her

the level of “analysis” called for by new standards.

teachers were thrilled with this news, they’d already

Additionally, students were owning their learning to

had early indicators of substantial improvement.

a much greater degree—indicating that classrooms

With LSI coaches, Houston and her staff had

had successfully made the shift from teacher-

conducted four RigorWalks over the course of

centered to student-centered.

the year; and had seen the level of rigor steadily

Rigor scores increased significantly school-wide
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Observed Taxonomy Levels
Reflecting on her “A” year, Houston notes that
working with LSI as a School for Rigor has
also changed her own practice as a school
leader.

Most Frequently Observed Taxonomy Level
During RigorWalks
Knowledge
Utilization
Analysis

Comprehension

Retrieval

RW1

RW2

RW3

RW4

How Often Students Owned the Performance Task
All of
the Time
Most of
the Time

Willette Houston
Principal, Bear Creek Elementary School
Pinellas County Schools, Florida

“The work with LSI has definitely grown
me as a leader. When I started the work in
February of 2016, I really thought we had it
all together.”
“When we conducted our RigorWalks,
I learned that we were looking at teaching
and learning, that I was learning how to help
my teachers grow their practice. It’s been a
great run this year. A lot of hard work and a
lot of dedication, but we were able to pull it off.”
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Some of
the Time
A Few Times

Not at All
SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN

During the fourth RigorWalk
ANALYSIS was the highest taxonomy level most
frequently observed
STUDENTS OWNED THEIR LEARNING to complete
the performance task most of the time, compared to
some of the time during the third RigorWalk.
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2017 School Profiles Report - Elementary Schools
Area
3

School Number
271

School Name
BEAR CREEK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

School Grade Components:
Total
Science Points
Ach.
Earned

Percent
Total
Percent
Percent
Points Tested Grade
FRL

Year

ELA
Ach.

ELA
Gains

ELA
Gains
L25

Math
Ach.

Math
Gains

Math
Gains
L25

2017

47

68

71

61

79

73

54

453

65

100%

A

100

2016

35

42

41

46

52

33

36

285

41

99%

C

100

2015

35

37

121

40

99%

D

66

49

School Grade History:
Year
School Grade

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

A

C

D

D

D

D

C

C

C

C

C

B

Assessment History:
Math

ELA
Grade Measure

Science

Statistic

13

14

15

16

17

13

14

15

16

17

13

14

15

16

17

1

SAT10 / MAP

Median NP

35

19

32

34

23

31

38

44

44

40

-

-

-

-

-

2

SAT10 / MAP

Median NP

22

46

27

29

25

18

53

48

40

33

-

-

-

-

-

3

FSA

Level 3+

55

35

47

68

46

63

-

-

-

-

-

4

FSA

Level 3+

25

33

46

33

53

59

-

-

-

-

-

5

FSA

Level 3+

26

35

43

40

33

55

-

-

38

35

51

To learn more about Schools for Rigor, call us at 877.411.7114
or visit us online at learningsciences.com
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